BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW
(Free of charge to those working within organisations based in CORNWALL)
Training April – July 2016
(Both courses begin at 9.30am promptly and finish no later than 4:00pm.)
Training will end in July 2016 BOOK ON ASAP
DASH – Two day training
DATE

LOCATION

th

th

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

Thursday 7 and Friday 8 April

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

Tuesday 5 and Wednesday 6 April
th

th

th

th

Monday 11 and Tuesday 12 April
th

Victoria Commercial Centre, Roche

th

Tuesday 19 and Wednesday 20 April
th

th

Monday 25 and Tuesday 26 April
th

th

Wednesday 27 and Thursday 28 April
th

th

Thursday 5 and Friday 6 May
th

Monday 9 and Tuesday 10 May

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

th

Wednesday 11 and Thursday 12 May
th

Victoria Commercial Centre, Roche

th

Tuesday 17 and Wednesday 18 May
rd

Victoria Commercial Centre, Roche

th

Monday 23 and Tuesday 24 May
st

Wednesday 1 and Thursday 2
th

nd

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

June

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

th

Monday 6 and Tuesday 7 June
th

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

th

Wednesday 8 and Thursday 9 June
th

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

th

Monday 13 and Tuesday 14 June
st

Tuesday 21 and Wednesday 22
rd

nd

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

June

th

Thursday 23 and Friday 24 June
th

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro
REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

th

Monday 27 and Tuesday 28 June
th

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro
REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

th

th

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro
REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

th

Wednesday 29 and Thursday 30 June

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

Domestic Abuse Awareness – One day training
DATE
st

Thursday 21 April
rd

Tuesday 3 May

LOCATION
BOOKED
BOOKED

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro
Victoria Commercial Centre, Roche

st

Tuesday 31 May

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

st

REACH, Threemilestone, Truro

Friday 1 July

Training is free of charge.
The one day Domestic Abuse Awareness training is a stand-alone, one day course, for
those who do not require to undertake ACPO DASH Risk Assessments.
If you require to receive full ACPO DASH training, please book the two day DASH course.
Please refer to the training flyers and your line manger when deciding which course to
book.

BOOKING FORM
CONTACT:
Please complete the booking form below and return to Admin.
Email: admin@twelvescompany.co.uk

Address: Twelves Company, Metropolitan House,

The Millfields, Plymouth, PL1 3JB
Tel: 03458 121212
Please note: Bookings are made on a first come, first served basis.
Course (delete as appropriate): DASH Risk Assessment / Domestic Abuse Awareness
Date (subject to availability):
First preference

________________________________________________________

Second preference ________________________________________________________
(If you require bookings for more than one set of course dates, please use separate application
forms for each.)
How did you hear about the training?_________________________________________

FULL NAME &
CONTACT NO.

JOB ROLE

TEAM i.e
‘Early Help’

ORGANISATION

EMAIL ADDRESS

.
Don't delay, contact Alexandra Sotunmbi, Training Administrator, to secure your place.
Email: admin@twelvescompany.co.uk

Tel: 03458 121212

DOMESTIC ABUSE ACPO DASH TRAINING
Trainer Profiles
Day One: Identifying High Risk Domestic Abuse
Day one is an introduction to domestic abuse for all frontline professionals working with
individuals and families. Delegates will examine;













The Definition of Domestic Abuse
The Prevalence of Domestic Abuse
Four Typologies of Domestic Abuse
Signs and Symptoms of Domestic Abuse (for adults and children)
Barriers to Leaving Abusive Relationships
The Cycle of Abuse
The Dynamics of Power and Control – The Duluth Model
How to Identify High Risk Factors of Serious Harm and Homicide
Introduction to The Risk Process
How and When to Share Information
The Domestic Abuse Pathway - REACH
Introduction to DASH

Day Two: DASH Risk Assessment Training
DASH is an evidence based risk assessment for Domestic Abuse, Stalking and Harassment
and Honour-Based Violence (HBV)
Delegates draw on learning from Day One to establish the likelihood of the behaviour or risk
occurring, the frequency with which it may occur, who it will affect and the extent to which the
behaviour will cause harm. Delegates will examine the methodology and psychology behind each
question on a DASH Risk Assessment, and gain context from the answers to inform the level of
risk e.g. High, Medium or Standard.
The second day examines the risk management process, including the relevance and importance
of legal information sharing and appropriate referrals to Multi Agency Risk Assessment
Conferences (MARACs).
The training is set within the wider context of public protection, using many case studies to profile
perpetrators and form links across all areas of violent crime to prevent serious harm and
homicide.
PLEASE NOTE: Delegates on DAY TWO must have attended DAY ONE

ANN FERGUSON BEd (Hons) QTS
Ann Ferguson has been working in education for the
last 15 years having previously worked in Management.
Ann has worked both as a teaching practitioner and as
a parent support advisor based in Plymouth primary
schools. Ann has a wealth of experience working
within the field of abuse and child protection.
Ann was invited to join Martine Cotter Consultancy as a
DASH Facilitator in 2014 and has since delivered this
essential training to hundreds of professionals across
multiple agencies.
Her enthusiasm for safety and early intervention drives
Ann to reach high standards.
REBECCA KAT
Rebecca has been working for specialist sexual assault
and rape services for the past 6 years, initially
volunteering as a Crisis Worker at the first Third Sector
Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) in England and
then as an accredited Independent Sexual Violence
Advisor (ISVA).
These challenging Home Office
endorsed ‘front line’ roles equipped Rebecca with
hands on experience of victimology, forensics, police
protocol, court processes, the law, and above all, how a
victim may respond in the immediate aftermath of
trauma.
Rebecca has extensive training experience having
worked for the Devon Child Abuse Protection Project,
training Children and young people on how to identify
abuse and sharing strategies to help them keep safe.
Rebecca was invited to join Martine Cotter Consultancy
as a DASH Facilitator in May 2015

DOMESTIC ABUSE ACPO DASH TRAINING
TESTIMONIALS
“Probably

the best training
session I have ever been
involved with for any subject.
Eye opening and very
interesting. Becky was
absolutely brilliant, and her
knowledge was amazing of cases
etc. I think everyone should do
this training.”
“Ann gave a very clear
presentation, with reference to
case studies which made the
training much more interesting
and easier to understand. One
of the best domestic abuse
training sessions I have been on.
Thanks.”
“Trainer delivered a difficult
subject well.”
www.martinecotterconsultancy.com

BOOKINGS
For all booking enquiries, please
contact our administration team:
Tel: 03458 12 12 12
Email: admin@twelvescompany.co.uk

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Do I need to prepare?
No. Prior knowledge of Domestic Abuse, DASH or MARAC is not required. No research or homework is needed! If you have
a disability, please inform the person booking the course so that appropriate preparations can be made to cater for your
needs.
Should I bring anything?
You may wish to bring a notepad but you will receive a full copy of the PowerPoint presentations to be used as a future
learning tool.
Will lunch and refreshments be provided?
Please ask the person booking the course but it would be advisable to bring cold drinks, snacks and lunch in case
refreshments are not provided.
If your course is being held at REACH, hot drinks will be provided, therefore it is advised that you bring your own snacks and
lunch.
What is the dress code?
Training is an opportunity to dress-down! Please wear something comfortable, warm and/or cool. Jeans are entirely
acceptable!
What time will the training start and finish each day?
The training starts at 9am sharp. We will aim to finish no later than 4:30pm. If delegates arrive on time and return back from
breaks and lunch on time, it is will help everyone to leave on time.
Is there an agenda?
There is a course outline however the training has been designed to encourage flexibility and participation. There will be an
opportunity to ask questions and discuss specific issues related to your profession. You get out, what you put in!
What happens if I have concerns after the training?
There is no doubt that the content of this training is heavy, profound and challenging. Many delegates have themselves
experienced domestic abuse or know of someone who has. It is advisable that your organisation arranges additional
supervision for you to discuss specific cases and/or personal issues. Unless it is essential, try to avoid returning to the office
at the end of the day. It is important to reflect and unwind before heading home!
Will the course be affected by adverse weather conditions?
If snow is likely to affect driving conditions, the course may be cancelled and re-arranged for the next available date.

DOMESTIC ABUSE AWARENESS TRAINING
Trainer Profiles

One Day Workshop: Identifying High Risk Domestic Abuse
This is an introduction to domestic abuse for all frontline professionals working
with individuals and families. Delegates will examine;
 The Definition of Domestic Abuse
 The Prevalence of Domestic Abuse
 Four Typologies of Domestic Abuse
 Signs and Symptoms of Domestic Abuse (for adults and children)
 Barriers to Leaving Abusive Relationships
 The Cycle of Abuse
 The Dynamics of Power and Control – The Duluth Model
 How to Identify High Risk Factors of Serious Harm and Homicide
 Introduction to The Risk Process
 How and When to Share Information
 The Domestic Abuse Pathway - REACH
 Introduction to DASH
The training is set within the wider context of public protection, using many case
studies to profile perpetrators and form links across all areas of violent crime to
prevent serious harm and homicide.

ANN FERGUSON BEd (Hons) QTS
Ann Ferguson has been working in education for the
last 15 years having previously worked in Management.
Ann has worked both as a teaching practitioner and as
a parent support advisor based in Plymouth primary
schools. Ann has a wealth of experience working
within the field of abuse and child protection.

Trainer Profile

Ann was invited to join Martine Cotter Consultancy as a
DASH Facilitator in 2014 and has since delivered this
essential training to hundreds of professionals across
multiple agencies.
Her enthusiasm for safety and early intervention drives
Ann to reach high standards.
REBECCA KAT
Rebecca has been working for specialist sexual assault
and rape services for the past 6 years, initially
volunteering as a Crisis Worker at the first Third Sector
Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) in England and
then as an accredited Independent Sexual Violence
Advisor (ISVA).
These challenging Home Office
endorsed ‘front line’ roles equipped Rebecca with
hands on experience of victimology, forensics, police
protocol, court processes, the law, and above all, how a
victim may respond in the immediate aftermath of
trauma.
Rebecca has extensive training experience having
worked for the Devon Child Abuse Protection Project,
training Children and young people on how to identify
abuse and sharing strategies to help them keep safe.
Rebecca was invited to join Martine Cotter Consultancy
as a DASH Facilitator in May 2015

DOMESTIC ABUSE AWARENESS TRAINING
TESTIMONIALS
“Probably the best training session I have
ever been
involved with for any subject.
fffffffffffffff
Eye opening and very interesting. Becky
was absolutely brilliant, and her
knowledge was amazing of cases etc. I
think everyone should do this training.”
“Ann gave a very clear presentation, with
reference to case studies which made the
training much more interesting and easier
to understand. One of the best domestic
abuse training sessions I have been on.
Thanks.”
“Trainer delivered a difficult subject
well.”
www.martinecotterconsultancy.com

BOOKINGS
For all booking enquiries, please contact out
administration team:
Tel: 03458 12 12 12
Email: admin@twelvescompany.co.uk

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Do I need to prepare?
No. Prior knowledge of Domestic Abuse, DASH or MARAC is not required. No research or homework is
needed! If you have a disability, please inform the person booking the course so that appropriate
preparations can be made to cater for your needs.
Should I bring anything?
You may wish to bring a notepad but you will receive a full copy of the PowerPoint presentations to be used
as a future learning tool.
Will lunch and refreshments be provided?
Please ask the person booking the course but it would be advisable to bring cold drinks, snacks and lunch
in case refreshments are not provided.
If your course is being held at REACH, hot and cold drinks will be provided, therefore it is advised that you
bring your own snacks and lunch.
What is the dress code?
Training is an opportunity to dress-down! Please wear something comfortable, warm and/or cool. Jeans are
entirely acceptable!
What time will the training start and finish each day?
The training starts at 9am sharp. We will aim to finish no later than 4:30pm. If delegates arrive on time and
return back from breaks and lunch on time, it is will help everyone to leave on time.
Is there an agenda?
There is a course outline however the training has been designed to encourage flexibility and participation.
There will be an opportunity to ask questions and discuss specific issues related to your profession. You
get out, what you put in!
What happens if I have concerns after the training?
There is no doubt that the content of this training is heavy, profound and challenging. Many delegates have
themselves experienced domestic abuse or know of someone who has. It is advisable that your
organisation arranges additional supervision for you to discuss specific cases and/or personal issues.
Unless it is essential, try to avoid returning to the office at the end of the day. It is important to reflect and
unwind before heading home!
Will the course be affected by adverse weather conditions?
If snow is likely to affect driving conditions, the course may be cancelled and re-arranged for the next
available date.

